Prevalent Role of Gene Features in Determining Evolutionary Fates of Whole-Genome Duplication Duplicated Genes in Flowering Plants
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The evolution of genes and genomes after polyploidization has been the subject of extensive studies in evolutionary biology and plant sciences. While a significant number of duplicated genes are rapidly removed during a process called fractionation, which operates after the whole-genome duplication (WGD), another considerable number of genes are retained preferentially, leading to the phenomenon of biased gene retention. However, the evolutionary mechanisms underlying gene retention after WGD remain largely unknown. Through genome-wide analyses of sequence and functional data, we comprehensively investigated the relationships between gene features and the retention probability of duplicated genes after WGDs in six plant genomes, Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), poplar (Populus trichocarpa), soybean (Glycine max), rice (Oryza sativa), sorghum (Sorghum bicolor), and maize (Zea mays). The results showed that multiple gene features were correlated with the probability of gene retention. Using a logistic regression model based on principal component analysis, we resolved evolutionary rate, structural complexity, and GC3 content as the three major contributors to gene retention. Cluster analysis of these features further classified retained genes into three distinct groups in terms of gene features and evolutionary behaviors. Type I genes are more prone to be selected by dosage balance; type II genes are possibly subject to subfunctionalization; and type III genes may serve as potential targets for neo-functionalization. This study highlights that gene features are able to act jointly as primary forces when determining the retention and evolution of WGD-derived duplicated genes in flowering plants. These findings thus may help to provide a resolution to the debate on different evolutionary models of gene fates after WGDs.

Polyplody, also known as the whole-genome duplication (WGD), plays a significant role in plant diversification and evolution (Otto and Whitton, 2000; Soltis et al., 2009). Recent genome-wide studies have confirmed a number of polyplodiy events along different lineages of flowering plants. For instance, it was confirmed that Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) underwent at least three rounds of WGD (Blanc et al., 2000, 2003; Paterson et al., 2000; Vision et al., 2000; Simillion et al., 2002; Bowers et al., 2003; Maere et al., 2005) and poplar (Populus trichocarpa) experienced at least two rounds of WGDs ( Tuskan et al., 2006). Polyplody events are also observed in the soybean (Glycine max) genome, which had at least three rounds of WGDs, with the most recent one occurring 13 million years ago (Schmutz et al., 2010). It was shown that the completely sequenced grass species, including rice (Oryza sativa), sorghum (Sorghum bicolor), Brachypodium distachyon, and maize (Zea mays), shared at least two rounds of ancient WGDs earlier than 70 million years ago, before the divergence of modern grass lineages (Paterson et al., 2004, 2009; Tang et al., 2010). In addition to these two ancient WGD events, maize underwent one recent round of WGD at approximately 5 to 12 million years ago (Swigonová et al., 2004; Schnable et al., 2009). A recent study showed that all angiosperm species might share two ancient WGD events, one in the common ancestor of extant seed plants and the other in the common ancestor of extant angiosperms (Jiao et al., 2011).

Most newly formed polyplodies go through a course of fractionation, including genome rearrangements, gene losses, and epigenetic changes (Sémon and Wolfe, 2007; Doyle et al., 2008). This process starts quickly after the formation of polyplody and lasts for a long period of evolutionary time, during which duplicated genes have experienced quite distinct evolutionary fates. Theoretical studies insisted that the most likely fate of
duplicated genes is the loss or pseudogenization of one of the duplicates (Walsh, 1995; Lynch and Conery, 2000, 2003). However, several genome-wide analyses revealed that many duplicate copies might survive long after WGDs (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004; Seoighe and Gehring, 2004; Maere et al., 2005), and the overretention of WGD duplicates was shown to be nonrandom in plant genomes across gene families. Some genes are able to duplicate iteratively, whereas others are consistently restored to singleton status along divergent lineages (Seoighe and Gehring, 2004; Paterson et al., 2006). The genes retained in duplicates are not evenly distributed among different functional categories. For instance, genes encoding transcription factors, protein kinases, and ribosomal proteins were found to be overretained after the most recent round of WGD in Arabidopsis (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004; Seoighe and Gehring, 2004; Maere et al., 2005). The pattern of functional bias in duplicated genes can be detected in other lineages as well, such as poplar (Freeling, 2008), rice (Wu et al., 2008), and maize (Schnable et al., 2009). However, studies on the Compositae (Asteracae) lineage showed that duplicated genes generated by WGD were significantly enriched for genes associated with structural components or cellular organization, and regulatory and developmental genes such as transcription factors were significantly underrepresented. This pattern was almost consistent in all Compositae species investigated (Barker et al., 2008). Together, these observations suggest that some underlying mechanisms might have contributed to the evolutionary fates of duplicated genes derived from WGD events across divergent taxa, although selection forces might be varied substantially among higher taxonomic categories.

Several models have been proposed to shed light on the evolutionary fates of duplicated genes and to explain the nonrandom retention of duplicated genes (Innan and Kondrashov, 2010). Two of the most important scenarios have been widely acknowledged, known as neofunctionalization (Ohno, 1970; Kimura and King, 1979; Walsh, 1995; Force et al., 1999), whereby one of the duplicate copies obtains a new function; and subfunctionalization (Ohno, 1970; Force et al., 1999; Lynch and Force, 2000), whereby each duplicate copy retains a subset of the original set of functions. A number of new models have been recommended and tested, such as buffering for mutations, in which duplicated genes are more robust to deleterious mutations (Chapman et al., 2003; Sémon and Wolfe, 2008); functional category (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004), alternative splicing status (Kopelman et al., 2005), protein structure (Papp et al., 2003; Liang et al., 2008), position in the protein-protein interaction network (Li et al., 2006; Wu and Qi, 2010), and number of phosphorylation sites (Amoutzias et al., 2010). However, it is unlikely that merely one or two features alone can account for the evolutionary process of duplicated genes, as many of these features are correlated to each other. A complex relationship, for example, was found between gene essentiality, protein connectivity, and gene duplicability in yeast and mammals (Prachumwat and Li, 2006; Liang and Li, 2007). Genes with high levels of expression tend to evolve slowly (for review, see Pál et al., 2006). Given the difficulties in determining the relative contributions of these gene features to the retention of duplicated genes after WGD events, integrated analyses of many gene features together in a combined framework may help to disentangle the complicated evolutionary phenomenon of duplicated genes.

Besides the investigation of gene features related to the evolution of WGD duplicated genes, great efforts have been made to elucidate which evolutionary models may apply to WGD duplicates, such as subfunctionalization, neofunctionalization, dosage balance, and beneficial selection for higher dosage (Seoighe and Wolfe, 1999; Papp et al., 2003; Sémon and Wolfe, 2008; Kassahn et al., 2009). Sémon and Wolfe (2008) suggested that subfunctionalization might play a prevalent role in both the initial preservation and long-term evolution of WGD duplicated genes. Another recent study with several vertebrate genomes supported that neofunctionalization is more prevalent (Kassahn et al., 2009). However, Freeling (2008, 2009) argued that if subfunctionalization or neofunctionalization was dominant after WGDs, then functional classes overretained for WGD duplicates might also be enriched for duplicates derived from SSDs, due to the similar evolutionary forces operating on them. Empirical data revealed that the retention pattern is the reverse of this assumption, as a strong anticorrelation was found between WGD and SSD events showed that a pattern of anticorrelation in several functional classes enriched for WGD genes was always depleted for SSD genes (Seoighe and Gehring, 2004; Davis and Petrov, 2005; Maere et al., 2005). Thus, exploring evolutionary models applied to WGD events is still an open question to evolutionary biologists.
between these two types of duplicated genes (Seoighe and Gehring, 2004; Davis and Petrov, 2005; Maere et al., 2005). Intriguingly, the dosage balance hypothesis can address this anticorrelation pattern instead. The dosage balance hypothesis, also known as the balance gene drive (Freeling and Thomas, 2006; Birchler and Veitia, 2007, 2010), proposes that the disturbance to the stoichiometric balance among biological network members is under strong negative selection. SSDs for network members are disfavored because they cause imbalance between network members. But for WGDs, duplicated genes under strong dosage balance selection might be overretained after WGDs, as losing one of their copies might cause dosage imbalance. Thus, an inverse pattern of retention would be expected under the dosage balance hypothesis, which corresponds well with empirical data (Seoighe and Gehring, 2004; Maere et al., 2005). Although these hypotheses have improved our understanding of the evolutionary mechanisms of gene retention after WGDs, the relative applicability of these models still remains unknown. Additionally, the importance of each model and/or mechanism may vary among different taxa under investigation; for instance, subfunctionalization would be rare in species with large population sizes (Lynch and Force, 2000). It may also be the case that the evolutionary forces at work depend on the ages of WGDs; for example, the role of gene conservation might decrease with times after WGDs. Thus, the evolutionary process of WGD-derived duplicated genes can be more comprehensively understood when more genomic sequences and expression data are taken into account with an expanded range of studied organisms.

The completions of plant genomes with high quality and the rapidly extended functional data have offered us unprecedented opportunities to study the evolution of duplicated genes generated by WGDs. To the best of our knowledge, a systematic study has not been attempted to trace the evolutionary process of gene retention by integrating all the available genomic sequences and functional data. Using six genomes representing diverse lineages of the flowering plants Arabidopsis, poplar, soybean, rice, sorghum, and maize, we characterized many gene features together and evaluated their relative significance in the evolution of duplicated genes after WGDs through logistic regression analysis. Three major contributors to the retention probability of duplicated genes were identified: structural complexity, evolutionary rates, and GC3 content. Statistical modeling between gene features and retention probability further classified WGD-derived duplicated genes into the three distinct groups. Our investigation of evolutionary behaviors for different groups of duplicated genes suggests that multiple mechanisms, including gene dosage balance, neofunctionalization, and sub-functionalization, may jointly promote the evolution of WGD retained genes, while no single mechanism was found to be dominant over the others. The integrated analyses of diverse sources of sequence and functional data in this study thus shed new light on how retained genes evolved after WGDs in flowering plants.

RESULTS

Identification of Syntenic Blocks Derived from the Most Recent Round of WGD

Over the past decade, the evolutionary history of WGDs has been extensively characterized in the six plant genomes under investigation (Bowers et al., 2003; Paterson et al., 2004; Tuskan et al., 2006; Schnable et al., 2009; Schmutz et al., 2010). However, different methods were separately applied to describing these WGD events from one species to another. This study aimed to examine the patterns of fractionation after WGDs in general across divergent plant lineages; thus, all six genomes, Arabidopsis, poplar, soybean, rice, sorghum, and maize (Supplemental Table S1), were reanalyzed under a similar framework to minimize variations caused by methodology discrepancy. Following Blanc et al. (2003), we classified duplication block pairs into different age groups according to their divergence times estimated from each pair of sister regions. Each pair of syntenic genomic regions generated by one duplication event was usually found to include several duplicated gene pairs. We thus calculated the synonymous substitution rates (DS) between each duplicated gene pair, and then the distribution of DS for these duplicated gene pairs were presented as box plots (for details, see “Materials and Methods”). Two major age groups of syntenic duplication blocks could be clearly identified in Arabidopsis, poplar, soybean, and maize. For rice and sorghum, the duplicated blocks fell into one major age group. These results appear consistent with former studies (Paterson et al., 2004; Tuskan et al., 2006; Schnable et al., 2009; Schmutz et al., 2010). In Arabidopsis, however, we found only two groups of duplication blocks, which is not in agreement with previous results (Simillion et al., 2002; Bowers et al., 2003; Jiao et al., 2011). This inconsistency may be due to the very stringent parameters to identify pairs of duplicated genes of Arabidopsis in this study (with a BLAST parameter of 1e-20; for details, see “Materials and Methods”). As a result, only the α event (the most recent round of WGD in Arabidopsis, as described by Bowers et al. [2003]) could be clearly identified, while the other, older events were missing.

Duplicated blocks derived from ancient WGDs were easily masked by successive evolutionary events; thus, the reconstruction of ancient WGDs appears difficult and error prone. To distinguish the differences between retained and lost duplicated genes, we focused on the youngest syntenic blocks in each species according to the DS distribution plot, which came from the most recent round of WGD, named R1 WGD (Supplemental Fig. S1; for details, see “Materials and Methods”). In this study, blocks of R1 WGDs could be straightforwardly dissected for all three dicot species and one grass species, maize. However, the other two grass species, rice and sorghum, contained several recent segmentally duplicated blocks in addition to the major age groups. These blocks were also treated as R1 blocks in this study, as they were reported to be heavily characterized by gene conversion
(Gao and Innan, 2004; Paterson et al., 2009). The R1 blocks contained quite a few overlaps, which might be caused by small-scale segmental duplications or small fragments left over from ancient WGDs. We resolved these overlapping blocks by removing both small fragments nested in largely duplicated blocks and small, ancient fragments overlapped by those large and young blocks. After following the above-mentioned steps, we collected a relatively clean data set containing segmentally duplicated blocks only from R1 WGD; their positions and relationships are shown in Figure 1. Segmental duplicated blocks from R1 WGDs covered a large genomic proportion varying from 32% to 83% across the different genomes. If only protein-coding genes were taken into account, the coverage of R1 blocks ranges from 50% to 89% among them (Supplemental Table S2).

Comparisons of Biological Features between Retained and Lost Genes

Comparisons between the retained and lost genes are capable of identifying gene features that may promote the probability of gene retention. Duplicate genes with both copies maintained in syntenic blocks after WGD were considered as retained genes (also defined as “ohnologs”), while lost genes are those without any corresponding duplicate copy in syntenic blocks. Features used in this study include gene length, peptide length, intron total length, intron number, intron average length, with or without introns, protein domain diversity, with or without protein domain annotations, average expression level, expression specificity, DS, nonsynonymous substitution rate (DN), selection constraints, number of transcript isoforms, number of alternative splicing isoforms, GC content, and GC3 content; the description of each feature can be found in “Materials and Methods.” Most features apparently displayed significant differences between the retained and lost genes (Fig. 2). In comparison with the lost genes, retained genes tended to encode longer gene sequences (described as GLEN in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Table S3; \( P < 0.01 \) in all tests), longer protein-coding regions (described as PLEN in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Table S3; \( P < 0.01 \) in all tests), longer introns and more protein

Figure 1. Segmental duplication blocks from the most recent round of WGDs in the six plant genomes. All chromosomes are depicted in a circle, with bands connecting homeolog blocks derived from the most recent round of WGDs in each species. A, Arabidopsis. B, Poplar. C, Soybean. D, Rice. E, Sorghum. F, Maize.
domains (described as INTL and DOMC in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Table S3; \( P < 0.01 \) in all tests). There were higher fractions of retained genes that contained introns and protein domains, while many lost genes did not contain introns or protein domains at all (described as IN.STATUS and DOM.STATUS, respectively, in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Table S3; \( P < 0.01 \) in all tests). Thus, retained genes were more complex than lost genes in terms of gene structure. The detection of the regulatory complexity of these retained genes further showed that they were more prone to be alternatively spliced (described as AS and AS.STATUS, respectively, in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Table S3; \( P < 0.01 \) in all tests), indicative of the complicated nature of their regulatory mechanisms. Apart from gene complexity, retained genes were found to be distinguished from lost genes based on many more biological features. Retained genes were under stronger selection pressures at the sequence level (described as DN/DS in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Table S3; \( P < 0.01 \) in all tests) and were expressed in more tissues than lost genes (described as EXP.SPE in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Table S3; \( P < 0.01 \) in all tests except Arabidopsis). In addition, they came with higher expression intensities (described as AVG.EXP in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Table S3; \( P < 0.01 \) in all tests) and GC3 content (described as GC3 in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Table S3; \( P < 0.01 \) in all tests).

Different from the above-mentioned patterns of gene features, which were almost consistent across all studied species, evolutionary rates (DN and DS) did not show consistent patterns across the six studied plant genomes (Fig. 2; Supplemental Table S3). Retained genes came with lowered DS in the studied dicot species, whereas elevated DS was detected in all grass species. Moreover, retained genes exhibited lowered DN values in the four genomes of Arabidopsis, soybean, poplar, and maize, while no DN differences could be detected between retained and lost genes in rice and sorghum. Besides variation in evolutionary rates, the pattern of GC content was also found to be distinct among the species under investigation. Retained genes had higher GC content compared with lost genes in soybean, maize, and sorghum. In contrast, retained genes in rice were characteristic of low GC content compared with lost genes, and retained genes possessed similar GC content relative to lost genes in Arabidopsis and poplar.

Additional analyses showed that patterns of alternative splicing also varied among these species. Retained genes were more likely to be alternatively spliced (described as AS and AS.STATUS in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Table S3), resulting in more transcript isoforms. However, when merely considering those containing alternative splicing isoforms, retained genes failed to show high levels of splicing complexity in the majority of studied species except rice and soybean (described as ASMUL in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Table S3). Retained genes in these two species were not only more prone to being alternatively spliced (described as AS and AS.STATUS in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Table S3; \( P < 0.01 \) for both species) but also tended to have more splicing isoforms per gene compared with lost genes (described as ASMUL in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Table S3; \( P < 0.01 \) for rice, \( P < 0.05 \) for soybean). For the remaining four studied species (Arabidopsis, poplar, sorghum, and maize), duplicated genes with alternative splicing isoforms were preferably retained (described as AS and AS.STATUS in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Table S3; \( P < 0.01 \) in all tests). However, the number of isoforms per gene created by alternative splicing did not correspondingly increase the retention probability of duplicated genes (described as ASMUL in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Table S3; \( P > 0.05 \) for all four species). Thus, it is the ability of being alternatively spliced rather than the diversity of alternative isoforms that might be more relevant to gene retention probability. The observation of positive correlation between AS and the retention probability of duplicated genes did not correspond with previous studies in animals, where a negative correlation was reported (Kopelman et al., 2005; Su et al., 2006; Talavera et al., 2007; Jin et al., 2008). Note that these studies used either all duplicated genes or tandemly duplicated genes in the genome, while our analysis merely included WGD retained genes. To make a comparison, we investigated the relationship between AS and tandem duplicated genes and did find a negative correlation between them (Supplemental Fig. S2). In Arabidopsis, for example, genes with more AS isoforms came with higher proportions of WGD-derived duplicated genes (Supplemental Fig. S2A; \( \chi^2 \) test, \( P < 0.01 \)).
reverse, genes with more AS isoforms rarely underwent tandem duplications (Supplemental Fig. S2B; χ² test, \(P < 0.01\)). Thus, alternative splicing might play a different role in duplicated genes retained after WGDs versus other sources of gene duplications. Gene features between duplicated genes generated by WGDs and tandem duplicated genes created through SSDs were further compared to investigate whether they exhibited similar behaviors. The results showed that WGD retained genes were structurally more complex, evolved more slowly, were expressed at higher levels, and came with higher GC3 contents in comparison with tandem gene duplications (Supplemental Fig. S3).

Major Contributors to the Probability of Gene Retention

As gene features relevant to the retention probability of duplicated genes were highly correlated with each other (Supplemental Fig. S4), logistic regression modeling was carried out based on principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the complexity and exclude problems of parameter correlation. PCA grouped several features together that were consistent among the studied genomes (Supplemental Table S4). Here, component 1 was treated as gene structure complexity, with which gene length, total intron length, and number of introns were highly correlated. Component 2 may be regarded as selection pressure, in which DN and DN/DS dominated. Component 3 was mainly affected by average intron length, which may be noted as “gene compactness” with a tightly genic structure. Component 4 can be considered as patterns of gene expression, in which expression intensity and specificity were highly correlated; that is, component 4 was positively correlated to expression level but negatively correlated to expression specificity. We observed that component 2 could not be easily distinguished from component 4. In Arabidopsis, for instance, correlation values between component 2 and DN and DN/DS were 0.826 and 0.836, respectively, but negatively correlated to expression specificity, with correlation values of −0.694 and 0.558, respectively. Thus, component 2 was a mixture of selection pressure and expression patterns, in which selection pressures dominated. Similarly, component 4 combined selection pressure and patterns of expression together, in which patterns of expression dominated (Supplemental Table S4). This observation is not surprising, due to the high correlation between expression patterns and evolutionary rates realized by numerous empirical studies (for review, see Pál et al., 2006). To this end, we grouped nine gene features into the four combined parameters, which dramatically simplified our analyses.

To find out the major contributors determining the probability of gene retention, we performed logistic regression analyses based on PCA. The principal components generated by PCA were combined with the remaining features, including the number of gene isoforms, number of domains, DS, as well as GC and GC3 contents. All these features were afterward subjected to logistic regression analyses between retained and lost genes. Although regression results differed among these species, the three contributors of GC3 content, selection pressure (component 2), and domain number were observed to be significant across all studied species (Table I; \(P < 0.05\) for all tests). However, it seems that the remaining features, such as component 3 (gene compactness) and component 4 (patterns of gene expression) played limited roles in gene retention, while the isoform diversity of genes turned out to be completely ineffectual.

Classification of Retained Duplicated Genes Based on Their Biological Features

Our results of logistic regression analysis may suggest that the three major types of features are related to the probabilities of gene retention: that is, gene complexity, selection pressure for genes, and gene GC3 content. To confirm this pattern, a k-means clustering for WGD retained genes was performed on the basis of parameters related to these three features: gene length, peptide length, intron length, average intron length, number of introns, protein domain diversity, average

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Arabidopsis</th>
<th>Soybean</th>
<th>Poplar</th>
<th>Rice</th>
<th>Sorghum</th>
<th>Maize</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\beta)</td>
<td>(P)</td>
<td>(\beta)</td>
<td>(P)</td>
<td>(\beta)</td>
<td>(P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component 1</td>
<td>−0.094</td>
<td>0.001**</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.0**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component 2</td>
<td>−0.091</td>
<td>0**</td>
<td>−0.238</td>
<td>0**</td>
<td>−0.169</td>
<td>0**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component 3</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>−0.096</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.038*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component 4</td>
<td>−0.102</td>
<td>0.003**</td>
<td>−0.014</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>−0.176</td>
<td>0**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS</td>
<td>−0.181</td>
<td>0.01**</td>
<td>−0.369</td>
<td>0**</td>
<td>−0.037</td>
<td>0.542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of gene isoforms</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein domain number</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.002**</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.011*</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC</td>
<td>−0.325</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.011*</td>
<td>3.735</td>
<td>0**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC3</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>0.016*</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.002**</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.044*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average and standard error.

Table I. Logistic regression based on PCA analysis

Principal component output by PCA and remaining gene features were subjected to logistic regression (retained versus lost). \(\beta\) denotes the regression coefficient, and \(P\) denotes the significance for that regression coefficient. Factors with significant contributions are in boldface. Component 1, Gene structural complexity; component 2, selection pressure; component 3, gene compactness; component 4, expression pattern. Factors that are significant after regression are indicated with asterisks: **significant at the 0.01 level; *significant at the 0.05 level.
expression level, expression specificity, GC content, GC3 content, DN, DN/DS, and DS. We excluded parameters related to alternative splicing in cluster analysis, as they did not correlate to the probabilities of gene retention. The k-means clustering algorithm requires the calculation of means for variables (for details, see “Materials and Methods”) and thus is most suitable for continuous variables. The information for two binary parameters can be covered by other parameters (IN STATUS by intron and intron number, and DOM.STATUS by protein domain diversity). Genes without the annotation of protein domain, for example, are coded as “0” in the variable “protein domain diversity.” To simplify the analysis, we removed two binary parameters (IN.STATUS and DOM.STATUS) from further analysis. It was shown that retained genes were clearly classified into three groups by k-means clustering analysis. This finding could be confirmed by some cluster validation criteria, such as Silhouette width, Dunn index, and average distance between means (data not shown). The k-means clustering results showed that the characteristics of the three groups appeared in good accordance with the three major contributors deduced by regression analysis (Supplemental Tables S5–S10). Using Arabidopsis as an example, we found that type I retained genes came with low evolutionary rates (DN and DN/DS in Supplemental Table S5), high expression level (AVG.EXP in Supplemental Table S5), and very low expression specificity (Supplemental Table S5). Type II was mainly determined by structural complexity; they encode longer gene sequences, longer introns, longer peptide sequences, and more protein domains (GLEN, PLEN, INTL, INC, and DOMC in Supplemental Table S5). Type III was represented by high GC/GC3 content and high levels of DS (GC, GC3, and DS in Supplemental Table S5).

To investigate the characteristics of these three groups of retained genes, besides the above-mentioned 13 features used for clustering analysis, all remaining gene features were also included and compared among them. Since this study aimed to uncover the reasons for the preferential retention of WGD retained genes, tandem duplicated and lost genes were included for comparisons as well. The mean value for each gene feature in all these groups was normalized to a 0 to 1 interval, then a heat map was drawn to investigate the whole data set in a concise manner (Fig. 3). Type I genes were always the most conserved, with the lowest values of DN and DS, and were highly and broadly expressed. Retained genes belonging to type II were the most structurally complex in general. They always had the longest genes, proteins, and introns, possessed the greatest number of introns and protein domains, and contained more gene isoforms. Type III genes came with high GC/GC3 contents, elevated evolutionary rates, lower expression levels, strong tissue-specific expression patterns, and less complex structures. Note that all three types of duplicated genes can be distinguished from both lost and tandemly duplicated genes in terms of one of the three major features of evolutionary rate, structural complexity, and GC/GC3 content. Among them, type I and type II genes could be identified from lost genes straightforwardly, while type III genes seemed to be similar to tandem duplicated genes except that they possessed very high GC/GC3 content.

Evolution of Retained WGD Genes

The classification of retained WGD genes into three distinct groups demonstrates that the retention of these genes may be explained by their unique features compared with lost genes. They could be retained because they were structurally very complex, evolved slowly, or came with high GC3 content. Since these types of retained WGD genes came with dissimilar features, we further traced their evolutionary behaviors to ascertain why these features correlate to the probability of gene retention.

We first estimated sequence divergence between the two copies derived from the same WGD event. Patterns of sequence divergence were distinct for ohnologs (duplicated gene pairs generated by WGD) belonging to different types of WGD retained genes, even though they were created by the same WGD event. Compared with ohnologs from type III, both type I and type II diverged more slowly, as measured by DN or DS (Fig. 4; Supplemental Fig. S5). Among them, members of type I had the smallest nonsynonymous level. Distinct patterns were observed between dicot and grass species in terms of DN/DS comparisons. In dicot species, ohnologs from type I diverged the slowest, while those from type III evolved the quickest (Supplemental Fig. S6, A–C). In grass species, however, ohnologs from both type I and type III diverged slowly after WGDs, while ohnologs from type II diverged most quickly (Supplemental Fig. S6, D–F).

We next examined the extent of positive selection of retained genes after WGD. Interestingly, we observed that type I genes were rarely under positive selection, while type III genes came with strong evidence of positive selection after WGD. In Arabidopsis, for instance, type I genes had 7.28% amino acid sites under positive selection after WGD on average, while type III genes had 11.23% sites under positive selection after WGD on average. Type I genes were created by the same WGD event. Compared with different types of WGD retained genes, even though they were created by the same WGD event. Compared with ohnologs from type III, both type I and type II diverged more slowly, as measured by DN or DS (Fig. 4; Supplemental Fig. S5). Among them, members of type I had the smallest nonsynonymous level. Distinct patterns were observed between dicot and grass species in terms of DN/DS comparisons. In dicot species, ohnologs from type I diverged the slowest, while those from type III evolved the quickest (Supplemental Fig. S6, A–C). In grass species, however, ohnologs from both type I and type III diverged slowly after WGDs, while ohnologs from type II diverged most quickly (Supplemental Fig. S6, D–F).

We then moved to compare the expression correlation coefficient of ohnologs among the three types of WGD retained genes and found no apparent patterns of expression divergence. Ohnologs from type I showed higher expression correlation coefficients in Arabidopsis and poplar (Supplemental Fig. S7, A and B), indicative of slight divergence at the expression level. However, this was not the case in other studied plants. Type II ohnologs diverged the slowest in grass species (Supplemental Fig. S7, D–F), while no difference could be found in soybean (Supplemental Fig. S7C). Calculating expression correlation coefficients may be misleading due to the high error.
rates of expression intensity measurement methods of microarrays or ESTs. Hence, we also compared spatial expression domains between ohnologs. Expression patterns for each gene were simplified as present or absent across diverse tissues. To discriminate expression divergence among the three types of retained WGD genes, we simply classified patterns of expression divergence into three major types: “similar” indicates that both copies were expressed in most of the tissues; “complement” refers to complementary expression; and “asymmetric” indicates that one copy was expressed in most of the tissues while the other was not expressed or was expressed in very few tissues (for details, see “Materials and Methods”). Such a simplification allowed us to observe patterns of expression divergence between the three types of retained WGD genes. Type I genes contained the highest percentage of ohnologs that had similar expression patterns, while type III genes contained the fewest ohnologs of similar expression. Take Arabidopsis as an example: 73.03% of ohnologs from type I were similarly expressed, but this percentage decreased to only 24.73% for type III (Table II). On the other hand, type III constituted the highest percentage of ohnologs with asymmetric expression, while type I had the lowest (72.71% for type III, 26.97% for type I; data from Arabidopsis in Table II). The pattern held the same in Arabidopsis when we excluded gene pairs with one of their copies that could not be detected by microarray or EST measures (Supplemental Table S11).

We finally examined the relationship between WGD-generated and tandem duplicated genes. It was observed that, in all six studied genomes, both type I and type II genes were rarely duplicated by tandem duplication, while type III genes were highly duplicated through tandem duplication (Table III).

### Functional Classes of WGD Retained Genes

The functional roles of different types of WGD retained genes were explored through Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis. Interestingly, these types of genes showed distinct functional roles, and the pattern held true across all studied plant species (Table IV). Type I genes made major contributions to central biological processes, such as translation (GO:0006412), regulation of transcription (GO:0045449), and protein catabolic process (GO:0030163). Type II genes were those related to cell structure construction and cellular metabolic processes, such as microtubule-based movement (GO:0007018), microtubule motor activity (GO:0003777),
glycolysis (GO:0006096), and cellular amino acid biosynthetic process (GO:0008652). Type III genes had more specific functional roles and were enriched for regulation of transcription, regulation of transcription, DNA dependent, and sequence-specific DNA-binding transcription factor activity (Table IV). Hence, they shared some functional roles with type I genes but carried out more specific functions.

The differences between these three types of WGD retained genes were further investigated in Arabidopsis. There were 66 GO categories enriched for type I genes, 63 enriched for type II genes, and 28 enriched for type III genes (Supplemental Table S12). Only three GO categories (DNA binding; regulation of transcription, DNA dependent; and nucleus) were shared by all three types of retained genes (Supplemental Table

---

**Figure 4.** Pairwise DN difference between different types of WGD retained orthologs. DN was calculated between gene pairs retained after WGD; thus, the DN was “pairwise DN,” indicating the divergence rate between the two duplicated copies.

**Figure 5.** Extent of positive selection for different types of WGD retained genes. The percentage of amino acid sites under positive selection in each gene was plotted against retained gene types. A, Arabidopsis (compared with A. lyrata). B, Poplar (compared with cucumber [Cucumis sativus]). C, Soybean (compared with Medicago truncatula). D, Maize (compared with sorghum).
S13). Type I genes generally contained genes that were fundamental to the survival of plants, including genes in central genetic and metabolic networks, such as macromolecular complex (GO:0032991), metabolic process (GO:0008152), and structural constituent of ribosome (GO:0003735). They also comprised genes in response to major environmental changes, such as response to GA stimulus (GO:009739), response to salicylic acid stimulus (GO:0009751), ethylene-mediated signaling pathway (GO:0009873), protein disulfide oxidoreductase activity (GO:0015035), and pectinesterase activity (GO:0030599).

The dosage balance hypothesis predicts that genes preferred to be retained after WGD are less likely to be duplicated through SSDs, which is supported by the results obtained in this study. Of 157 GO categories enriched for three types of WGD retained genes in Arabidopsis, only 14 were also enriched for tandemly duplicated genes, while up to 56 were indeed depleted for tandem duplicate genes (Fisher’s exact test, $P < 0.0001$; Table IV; Supplemental Table S12). To determine whether the pattern held across all six plant genomes, comparisons were further carried out for all three types of WGD retained genes, showing that they were rarely duplicated through tandem duplications (Table V).

**DISCUSSION**

The pervasive role of polyploidy in the evolution of eukaryotes has been continuously documented during the last decade (Otto and Whitton, 2000; Wendel, 2000; Jaillon et al., 2004; Kellis et al., 2004; Dehal and Boore, 2005; Cui et al., 2006; Wood et al., 2009). Despite the prevalence of polyploidization in diverse lineages, the mechanisms underlying the evolutionary fates of the retained duplicate genes are still unsolved. Recent studies have characterized several gene features that may be relevant to the probability of gene retention (Seoighe and Wolfe, 1999; Papp et al., 2003; He and Zhang, 2005, 2006; Kopelman et al., 2005; Aury et al., 2006; Chapman et al., 2006; Li et al., 2006; Liang et al., 2008; Wu and Qi, 2010). To date, many features found to be correlated with the probability of gene retention were studied in only one or two species, and their applicability to flowering plants still largely remains to be confirmed. Our analyses expanded the investigation into six genomes of flowering plants by evaluating a total of 18 gene features. Comparisons of gene features between retained and lost genes highlight that a number of them are highly correlated to the probability of gene retention after WGDs. The inconsistency between single-parameter and regression analyses was not unexpected, as many gene features are indeed highly correlated to each other. One feature’s effect might be totally encompassed by another, and regression analysis could only identify features that are dominant during
the evolution process. Besides those proposed by other authors, this study reports some new features correlated to the probability of gene retention, such as intron composition (intron number and intron length) and GC3 content, in all six plant genomes under investigation. However, when they were integrated together through PCA and logistic regression, only three gene features, GC3 content, evolutionary rate, and gene complexity, were found to correlate to the probability of gene retention.

Of the three major contributors inferred by regression analysis, the role of gene conservation in the process of gene retention indeed corresponds to previous observations, in which it was found that genes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GO Identifier</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>GO Description</th>
<th>GO Root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GO:0030163</td>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>Protein catabolic process</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0045449</td>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>Regulation of transcription</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0006412</td>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0051246</td>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>Regulation of protein metabolic process</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0005840</td>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>Ribosome</td>
<td>CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0003735</td>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>Structural constituent of ribosome</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0030528</td>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>Transcription regulator activity</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0043565</td>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>Sequence-specific DNA binding</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0003700</td>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>Sequence-specific DNA-binding transcription factor activity</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0006096</td>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>Glycolysis</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0008652</td>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>Cellular amino acid biosynthetic process</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0006468</td>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>Protein amino acid phosphorylation</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0007018</td>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>Microtubule-based movement</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0016773</td>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>Phosphotransferase activity, alcohol group as acceptor</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0005524</td>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>ATP binding</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0004674</td>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>Protein Ser/Thr kinase activity</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0016301</td>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>Kinase activity</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0004713</td>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>Protein Tyr kinase activity</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0005515</td>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>Protein binding</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0003777</td>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>Microtubule motor activity</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0090304</td>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>Nucleic acid metabolic process</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0045449</td>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>Regulation of transcription</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0006355</td>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>Regulation of transcription, DNA dependent</td>
<td>BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0005634</td>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>Nucleus</td>
<td>CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0003677</td>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>DNA binding</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0030528</td>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>Transcription regulator activity</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0043565</td>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>Sequence-specific DNA binding</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0003676</td>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>Nucleic acid binding</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0030599</td>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>Pectinesterase activity</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0003700</td>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>Sequence-specific DNA-binding transcription factor activity</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0015035</td>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>Protein disulfide oxidoreductase activity</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0008270</td>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>Zinc ion binding</td>
<td>MF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table V. Enrichment of WGD retained genes versus tandem duplicated genes in GO categories

Total denotes the number of GO categories enriched for one type of WGD retained genes; TAN Over denotes the number of GO categories enriched for both WGD retained and tandem duplicated genes; TAN Under denotes the number of GO categories enriched for WGD retained genes while depleted for tandem duplicated genes; Over versus Under denotes P values of statistical tests for comparisons of frequency distribution between two types of GO categories (TAN Over versus TAN Under).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Type I</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>TAN Over</td>
<td>TAN Under</td>
<td>Over versus Under</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>TAN Over</td>
<td>TAN Under</td>
<td>Over versus Under</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabidopsis</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2/66</td>
<td>23/66</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>9/63</td>
<td>23/63</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3/31</td>
<td>13/31</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>5/49</td>
<td>19/49</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poplar</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0/48</td>
<td>25/42</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>10/57</td>
<td>20/57</td>
<td>0.0546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0/20</td>
<td>13/20</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8/29</td>
<td>9/29</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorghum</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0/17</td>
<td>11/17</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1/24</td>
<td>9/24</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0/24</td>
<td>5/24</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0/20</td>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with low evolutionary rates tend to be retained after gene duplication (Davis and Petrov, 2004; Brunet et al., 2006). The high conservation of WGD duplicated genes might be caused by mechanisms of mutation buffering, where functionally important genes have more opportunities to buffer deleterious mutations when duplicated (Chapman et al., 2006). There are many other possible explanations; for example, duplicated genes are conserved mainly because they are central in biological networks, expressed at high level, or encode many protein domains. Thus, the conservation may be a by-product of other gene features (Gibson and Spring, 1998; Davis and Petrov, 2004; Gout et al., 2010). In this study, however, we found that the correlation of evolutionary rate and gene retention probability was still significant when the effects of many other gene features were excluded, including gene complexity, expression level, and GC3 content. It is more likely that evolutionary rate could affect the behavior of WGD duplicated genes alone. Sémons and Wolfe (2008) suggest that slowly evolving genes might be more prone to be subfunctionalized after gene duplication and, thus, more prone to be retained as duplicates. Indeed, our observation strongly supports such an important role of evolutionary rate. The role of structural complexity was also found to be consistent with previous studies, where it was reported that highly complex genes prefer to be retained after gene duplication (He and Zhang, 2005; Chapman et al., 2006). Nevertheless, gene or peptide lengths seem to have trivial contributions, while protein domains encoded by each gene or a gene’s functional diversity more intensely affect evolutionary fates of duplicate genes after WGD.

Surprisingly, we observed that GC/GC3 content appeared as one of the most important contributors across all six plant genomes. The contribution of gene conversion was first used to explain the positive correlation between GC3 content and gene retention probability. It was reported that GC3 was elevated in duplicated genes that were subject to concerted evolution (Benovoy et al., 2005). However, later work found that the contribution of GC3 to gene conversion was limited (Sugino and Innan, 2006). Thus, other mechanisms might also underlie the correlation between GC3 content and the probability of gene retention. Recent studies have uncovered that genes of high GC3 content may provide more targets for DNA methylation in plants, leading to a high variability of gene expression (Tatarinova et al., 2010). As a result, it is likely that duplicated genes with high GC3 content also possess more targets for DNA methylation. Additionally, epigenetic mechanisms (e.g., DNA methylation) have long been recognized to play a significant role in rebuilding the transcription regulatory network after polyploidization (for review, see Doyle et al., 2008). Consequently, these duplicated genes are more prone to be subfunctionalized through methylation-mediated regulation reprogramming at the onset of WGDs, thus increasing the opportunity for survival after WGDs.

Direct comparison between retained and lost genes showed that genes with high expression levels were more prone to be retained after WGD, corresponding to previous studies, where duplicated genes expressed at higher dosages were more likely to be retained (Seoige and Wolfe, 1999; Aury et al., 2006; Conant and Wolfe, 2007). However, expression level only exhibited a limited role in contributing to gene retention, as its effect was only observed in Arabidopsis and poplar after recombination modeling. According to scenarios suggested by previous researchers, dosage increase for some kinds of genes might be beneficial to organism survival during evolution; thus, these duplicated genes expressed in higher dosages are more likely to be retained (Seoige and Wolfe, 1999; Aury et al., 2006; Conant and Wolfe, 2007). However, for most genes in the genome, the dosage increase benefits might be weak and occasional. The increase of dosage might be neutral or even deleterious in most situations (Innan and Kondrashov, 2010). Therefore, it is not unexpected to observe that expression level plays a limited role in gene retention in this study.

All three major gene features we discovered here might be better explained by subfunctionalization models (Force et al., 1999). Genes with high complexity have diverse functions and thus serve as suitable targets for subfunctionalization (Force et al., 1999; He and Zhang, 2005). Genes with low evolutionary rate might also be more prone to be subfunctionalized. According to models proposed by Sémons and Wolfe (2008), slowly evolving genes might stay interchangeable during evolution for longer times and thus may have more opportunities to be subfunctionalized. For genes with high GC3 content, the intense methylation might quickly change their expression patterns and thus promote subfunctionalization at the expression level (Tatarinova et al., 2010). However, subfunctionalization, as an evolution model in general, could be applied to almost all modes of gene duplication, including both WGDs and SSDs. Comparisons between WGD retained and tandemly duplicated genes showed that gene features related to these two types of duplicated genes were distinct, indicating that the evolution of WGD duplicated genes may be unique. Indeed, this expectation is supported by previous empirical data proposing that WGD retained and tandemly duplicated genes shared quite different functional roles (Seoige and Gehring, 2004; Maere et al., 2005). The uniqueness of the evolution of WGD retained genes could well be explained by the dosage balance model (Freeling and Thomas, 2006; Bircher and Veitia, 2007, 2010), which declares that the stoichiometric balance requirement among biological network members could force many genes to be retained after WGDs. Indeed, GO enrichment analysis in this study showed that duplicate genes retained after WGD were rarely duplicated by tandem duplication.

If all WGD retained genes evolved through subfunctionalization, we would expect that all GO categories enriched for these genes might also be enriched for tandemly duplicated genes. In this study, however, this pattern was only observed in a small fraction of GO categories (e.g., 14 out of 157 GO categories in Arabidopsis). Thus, the role of subfunctionalization...
might be trivial for WGD retained genes. In reverse, if all WGD retained genes evolved under dosage balance selection, then no GO categories enriched for WGD retained genes could also be enriched for tandemly duplicated genes. However, 14 of them were still observed to show this pattern. The seeming contradiction of these predictions derived from subfunctionalization and the dosage balance model might be explained by WGD retained genes being classified into three different types. In addition to the important role of neo-functionalization, the classification of retained genes suggests that both dosage balance selection and sub-functionalization might take place after WGDs. In general, type I genes were rarely duplicated by other modes of gene duplication (e.g. tandem duplications). It is evident that ohnologs belonging to this category always diverged slowly at both the sequence and expression levels. Low evolutionary rates were also observed not only between ohnologs but also among orthologous genes across different plant lineages. In addition, we observed that these genes are usually expressed at high levels and in most tissues. Additionally, genes belonging to type I are involved in many central biological processes. Thus, they were apparently selected by dosage balance. In contrast, type III genes could be duplicated through tandem duplication more often. They evolved rapidly both between ohnologs and orthologs; high expression divergence was observed between ohnologs, and a large number of ohnologs belonging to this category exhibited obvious patterns of asymmetric expression after WGDs. Most genes in this group were lowly expressed and only expressed in a few tissues. In addition, we observed that many genes belonging to type III were positively selected after WGDs. All the above-mentioned signatures suggest that type III genes act as targets for neo-functionalization. Interestingly, high GC/GC3 content was also found for type III genes. Thus, they may be more prone to be under DNA methylation-mediated epigenetic control at the onset of polyploidy (Shaked et al., 2001; Salmon et al., 2005; Lukens et al., 2006); therefore, such opportunities to survive might also increase through sub-functionalization immediately after WGDs. Different from retained genes belonging to either type I or type III, type II genes evolved in neither dynamic nor conserved manners. The main characteristic of type II genes was their high structural complexity. They encode the longest genes and proteins, contain many alternative splicing isoforms, and come with a large number of annotated protein domains. Thus, type II genes are good targets for sub-functionalization.

However, the evidence of sub-functionalization appeared limited for type II genes, at least at the expression level. We only found complementarily expressed patterns in sorghum and maize (Supplemental Table S11). Given that the expression data employed for sorghum and maize were measured by ESTs, the observed sub-functionalization of gene expression should be treated with caution, and further analyses are needed. In a recent study, analyses of vertebrate WGD events showed that about 24% of the ohnologs encoded proteins that differed in domain architecture and/or sub-cellular localization (Kassahn et al., 2009). The usefulness of this analysis would be helpful to detect signatures of sub-functionalization at the sequence level without the lack of functional data or protein structure in many of our analyzed genomes and data sets.

Although the above-mentioned results suggest that WGD retained genes might evolve under different evolutionary modes, the dosage balance model might serve as the most important one. It was found that approximately 2.3% to 9.4% of retained genes could also be duplicated through tandem duplications. Of them, type I genes were rarely tandemly duplicated (approximately 3.6%–6.6%; Table III), while type III genes were more prone to be tandemly duplicated (approximately 4.8%–9.4%; Table III). However, tandemly duplicated genes constituted approximately 15% to 25% of the whole gene set in the genome (data not shown). Thus, all types of WGD retained genes were indeed underrepresented for tandem gene duplications compared with the levels of genome averages, and the underrepresentation was further confirmed by functional data. Compared with GO categories enriched for both WGD retained genes and tandemly duplicated genes, many more GO categories enriched for WGD retained genes were underrepresented for tandem gene duplications (Supplemental Table S12). Results from gene feature comparisons could be explained by the dosage balance model as well. Highly complicated genes, especially genes with multiple protein domains, might serve as central nodes in biological networks; thus, their dosage changes might be easily selected. For genes involved in central cellular processes, such as ribosome-related genes, the dosage balance requirement is also strong. When all members of the network were duplicated after WGDs, the divergence rate between gene duplicates would also need to be slow, as high dosage balance was required. Even at the sequence level, the divergence between two duplicate copies was not preferable, as the change of sequence would alter the efficiency of a gene’s original function. Thus, both type I and type II genes diverged more slowly at both the sequence and expression levels compared with type III genes. Type III genes were more often positively selected after WGD, and most of their ohnologs showed asymmetric expression patterns. Thus, they diverge and evolve quickly. However, we could not rule out the possibility that this type of gene was also selected by dosage balance. GO analysis showed limited evidence of overrepresentation for tandemly duplicated genes in type III, and this phenomenon was indeed similar for type I and type II.

In conclusion, this study strongly supports that the retention and succeeding evolution of duplicate genes derived from WGDs were intensely impacted by gene features, such as evolutionary rate, GC/GC3 content, and structural complexity. The integrated analyses of gene features classified the retained genes derived from WGDs into three distinct groups. Each group of retained genes was associated with unique gene features and evolutionary behaviors. Type I genes serve
as good targets for balance gene drive selection. Indeed, we found that genes in this group were depleted for tandem gene duplications and evolved slowly, corresponding to the model hypothesized by balance gene drive (Freeling and Thomas, 2006). Type II genes might become targets for subfunctionalization, while type III genes were more prone to be neofunctionalized. Our results thus suggest that multiple mechanisms, including dosage balance, neofunctionalization, and subfunctionalization, may together drive the evolution of duplicated genes after WGDs. In all these mechanisms, dosage balance served as the most important selection force after WGDs. It appears likely that arguments between evolution models are primarily caused by tests built upon the random sampling of genes with diverse types of gene features.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

**Genome Sequences and Annotation Data**

Our study used six genomes representing diverse lineages of flowering plants (Supplemental Table S1). The genome annotation data of Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana; version 9.0) was downloaded from The Arabidopsis Information Resource (http://www.arabidopsis.org/); for rice (Oryza sativa), genome annotation data (version 7.0) was maintained by Michigan State University (http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/); were used; maize (Zea mays) genome annotation data (release 4.55) were downloaded from http://www.maizesequence.org/; the annotation data for the soybean (Glycine max) genome were downloaded from Phytozome (www.phytozome.net/soybean); and annotation data for the other two genomes, sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) and poplar (Populus trichocarpa), were downloaded from the Ensembl database (http://plants.ensembl.org/index.html; Hubbard et al., 2009).

**Identification of the WGD Events**

Before building duplication blocks, the annotation data of the six studied plant genomes were cleaned. Transposable element-related sequences were removed from the data set. If a locus contained multiple alternative splice forms, only the longest one was retained. For tandem arrays of duplicated genes, only one sequence was selected as a representative for further analyses. Tandem duplications were detected through these methods as follows: if (1) two proteins could be aligned by BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) with an E value of 1e-10 or less and identity of 60% or greater, (2) the aligned region covered more than 50% of the longer sequence, and (3) the genes were separated by fewer than 10 genes on the chromosome, they were considered a pair of tandemly duplicated genes. After data cleaning, the following procedures were used to build syntenic duplication blocks. First, putative anchor points of WGDs were identified by BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997). If two proteins were aligned with an E value of 1e-20 or less, the alignment covered more than 50% of the longer sequence, and the E value did not exceed 1e-20 times the best non-self-hit’s E value, they were retained as putative anchor points. However, if one query sequence fulfilled more than 20 hits of these BLAST parameters, both query and hit proteins were removed from the data set to exclude large gene families. Second, DAGchainer (Haas et al., 2004) was applied to characterize duplicated blocks in Arabidopsis and maize with the parameter “--e 1;D:20;A:6.” Third, in order to estimate the approximate origin times of these duplicated blocks, DS between pairs of anchor genes in each block were calculated. Because gene pairs from one sister region were almost simultaneously duplicated, the median DS value between these gene pairs could be used as an approximation to date the current syntenic duplication block pairs. We combined the DS distribution box plots for each pair of duplication blocks into one huge graph, based on which syntenic duplication block pairs derived from different rounds of WGD could be distinguished without difficulty (Supplemental Fig. S1). Lastly, a manual check was carried out to exclude nesting or large overlapping blocks after grouping blocks into different rounds of WGD based on DS distribution patterns. Since the age distribution for WGD events differs broadly along different lineages, parameters used for each procedure may vary from one species to another. Given the case of ancient WGD events, such as the grass-shared WGD event that occurred about 70 million years ago (Paterson et al., 2004), we loosened the parameters with an E value adjusted to 1e-5.

**Classification of Retained and Lost Genes**

To identify gene features determining the retention probability of duplicate genes derived from WGDs, we classified them into two groups, called retained and lost genes. As the studied plant genomes underwent several rounds of WGDs, some genes might be considered as retained in the recent round of WGDs but lost during ancient WGD events. To distinguish retained and lost genes, we used a simple paradigm by collecting all syntenic blocks related to the WGD event under investigation, such as blocks derived from the α event in Arabidopsis (the most recent round of WGD; described by Bowers et al. [2003]). Then, duplicate genes with both copies present in syntenic blocks were classified as retained genes, while those without any corresponding duplicate copy in syntenic blocks were classified as lost genes. Although all genes were duplicated after WGD, we excluded genes that could not be assigned onto syntenic blocks, as their evolutionary status could not be clearly inferred.

The reconstruction of syntenic blocks related to ancient WGD events appears difficult and error prone. Thus, we merely focused on genes that came from the most recent round of WGDs (named R1 WGD), which is defined as groups of blocks that are youngest according to the DS distribution plot. In this study, blocks of R1 WGD could be straightforwardly dissected for all three, dicot species and one monocot species, maize (Supplemental Fig. S1). However, the other two grass species, rice and sorghum, contained several recent syntenic duplicate blocks in addition to the major age groups. These blocks were also treated as R1 blocks in this study, as they were found to have heavily undergone gene conversion (Paterson et al., 2009). The R1 blocks contained quite a few overlaps, which might be caused by small-scale segmental duplications or small fragments left over from ancient WGDs. Note that it could also come from DS overlaps if older homeologs were interspersed with younger ones. We resolved these overlapping blocks by removing both small fragments nested in large duplication blocks and small, ancient fragments overlapped by those large and young blocks. This data mining was again performed by adjusting parameters of DAGchainer (Haas et al., 2004). After following the above-mentioned steps, we collected a relatively clean data set containing syntenic blocks only from the R1 WGD (Fig. 1). However, a quantity of overlaps still existed and could not be excluded from R1 blocks, ranging from 0.15% to 2% in total for different genomes (Supplemental Table S2). Since we placed emphasis on gene comparisons, these tiny overlaps would not severely influence subsequent data analyses. Indeed, less than 0.1% of duplicate genes were covered by these tiny overlapping blocks (Supplemental Table S2).

**Estimation of Sequence Divergence and Evolutionary Rates**

In order to estimate the sequence divergence between duplicated gene pairs generated by WGD (ohnologs), protein sequences for these gene pairs were aligned by ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994). Then, protein sequence alignments were transformed into coding sequence alignments by PAL2NAL (Suyama et al., 2006). Sequence divergence was further calculated by using codeml incorporated in PAML using the F3X4 model (Yang, 1997). The evolutionary rates of genes were calculated by ortholog comparisons between related genomes, for example, rates of evolution in Arabidopsis were estimated by comparing with their orthologs in Arabidopsis lyrata (for all genome comparisons used in this study, see Supplemental Table S1). Orthologous genes were downloaded from the Ensembl database (http://plants.ensembl.org/index.html) or Phytozome (www.phytozome.net) through a biocart portal. Only one-to-one orthologs were considered in most of the genomes except the maize and soybean genomes, due to recent WGD events in these two genomes after they diverged from their related genomes. For retained genes of maize and soybean, we estimated evolutionary rates for both duplicated copies and then calculated average values for the two copies for the purpose of further analysis. Rates of evolution, including DN, DS, and DN/DS ratio, were separately calculated between ortholog gene sequences using PAML as described above.

The extent of positive selection after WGD was also tested through PAML (http://abacus.gene.ucl.ac.uk/software/paml.html). The branch-site model M2b (assuming positive selected sites in foreground branches) was tested against M2a (assuming no positive selected sites in foreground branches). Then, the positively selected sites in all foreground branches were extracted from the tests results (Zhang et al., 2005). Here, ohnologs generated by one
WGD event were used as foreground branches, while their orthologs from another genome that did not contain the current WGD event were used as background branches. For example, the α event was considered to take place in Arabidopsis but not in poplar, so ohnologs generated from the α event could be compared with their orthologs in poplar. We carried out tests of positive selection only in the four species Arabidopsis, poplar, soybean, and maize. Rice and sorghum were not under investigation due to the difficulty in identifying a proper outgroup species.

Expression Data Analysis

The Arabidopsis microarray data were downloaded from AtGenExpress (http://www.weigelworld.org/research/projects/geneexpressionatlas). This data set was obtained by using an Affymetrix ATH1 chip to estimate gene expression for a total of 79 tissues and development time points (Schmidt et al., 2005). The information for genes matching probe sets was downloaded from Affymetrix (http://www.affymetrix.com). Expression data for rice and poplar were downloaded from PLEXdb (http://www.plexdb.org/). For rice, experiment OS 32 was used, which used the Affymetrix rice genome array to estimate gene expression for a total of 39 tissues/organisms (Wang et al., 2010). Probe consensus sequences were BLASTed against rice genes, and only probes that could be aligned with more than 50% of their lengths and higher than 95% identity to gene sequences were considered in this analysis. For poplar, experiment PT2 was used, and gene expression status for nine tissues was estimated by Affymetrix poplar genome array (Wilkins et al., 2009). Information for probe sets matching genes was also downloaded from Affymetrix (http://www.affymetrix.com). All microarray data were normalized using the robust multilinear average method (Irizarry et al., 2003). Then, the present call information output by MAS was used to determine whether one probe was expressed (Cauter et al., 2004). Probes matching multiple genes were excluded for further analyses in all three arrays used in this study. If one gene corresponds to multiple probes, the average intensity between probes was used. Since we failed to find genome-wide microarray data for maize and sorghum in public domains, UniGene EST profiles were used as a replacement. All coding sequences in these two genomes were searched against Unigene EST data sets, and the best hits were considered as representatives of these genes. To exclude suspicious gene mapping, only those BLAST pairs with at least 95% sequence identity between them were retained. The expression level for one specific gene was estimated by averaging its expression values over all tissues. Finally, expression data for soybean were downloaded from the transcriptome atlas of the soybean Web site (http://igdbo.missouri.edu/soybean_atlas/). In this data set, high-throughput transcriptome sequencing techniques (Solexa) were used to get gene expression estimates from 14 tissues/conditions in soybean (Severin et al., 2010). For all of the expression data used here, the level of average expression for each gene between different tissues/conditions was calculated, and expression specificity (τ) for each gene was estimated according to the formula below:

\[ \tau = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1 - \left( \log_s(j) \right)}{S_{max}} \]

where \( s(j) \) denotes the expression value in each tissue, \( S_{max} \) denotes the maximum expression value in all tissues, and \( n \) is the number of tissues. \( \tau \) ranges from 0 to 1, with values close to 0 indicating a probe set corresponding to a highly expressed gene and values close to 1 indicative of biased expressed genes. When \( \tau = 1 \), this gene is expressed in only one tissue (Yanai et al., 2005).

To examine the pattern of expression divergence between duplicated genes, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient was calculated. In addition, we used a simple rule to identify ohnologs with similar or asymmetric expression patterns according to their spatial expression domains. When both genes were expressed in more than 70% of the tissues, they were considered the same. Meanwhile, if one copy was expressed in more than 70% of the tissues while the other was expressed in less than 30%, these two copies were considered asymmetric. All remaining ohnologs were considered to be complementarily expressed. Ohnologs with one of their copies missing expression signals in all tissues were excluded from further analyses.

Classification of WGD Retained Genes

Retained genes after WGDs were classified based on their gene features. Here, features selected for gene classification include gene length, peptide length, intron length, intron average length, intron number, protein domain diversity, number of alternative splicing isoforms, average expression level, expression specificity, GC content, and GC3 content at the third codon position. We used Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test to measure the effects of continuous variables. For discrete variables, Fisher’s exact test was used.

Considering that gene features relevant to the retention probability of duplicated genes were highly correlated with each other, we carried out logistic regression modeling based on PCA to simplify questions under investigation and exclude problems of parameter correlation. Highly correlated biological features were first subjected to PCA, including gene length, peptide length, total intron length, average intron length, intron number, DN, DN/DS, expression level, and expression specificity. PCA components with eigenvalues greater than 1 were extracted. These extracted components and the remaining variables (DS, AS, domain number, GC content, and GC3 content) were submitted for logistic regression analyses. Each gene model was given an indicator variable of 0 or 1: 0 denoted lost genes while 1 denoted retained genes. All gene features were then tested against this new variable through logistic regression.

GO Enrichment Analysis

GO (Ashburner et al., 2000) categories with more than 50 genes were tested for the enrichment of duplicate genes using the program package FUNC (Prüfer et al., 2007). In this package, a hypergeometric test was used to identify GO categories with overrepresentation or underrepresentation of WGD retained genes and tandemly duplicated genes. To avoid overcounting of significant GO categories due to the hierarchical structure of GO annotation, each GO category was tested by subtracting genes belonging to all its child categories. The test outputs with \( P < 0.01 \) and a false discovery rate smaller than 0.01 were considered as significant.
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